During the year 2000 run a total of eight beam scans (Vernier Scans) were performed at various interaction points (IP) at RHIC. During a Vernier Scan the experimental collision rates are recorded while the beams are stepwise scanned across each other. Vernier Scans yield transverse beam sizes as well as maximum luminosity and thus the absolute cross section, which with the limited data from the 2000 run we measured to be U = 8.9 k 0.3 barn at & = 130 GeV. Also, Vernier Scans permit performance studies of the beam orbit control and local coupling.
INTRODUCTION
The delivered total luminosity is an important parameter to determine the collider performance. In addition, the total cross section, which is derived from the luminosity measurement, is one of the necessary global event features used to normalize parameters of the initial state in heavy ion collisions such as the charged multiplicity. In this report, we describe the method of Vernier Scans to measure the absolute cross section of Au+Au collisions at & = 130
GeV at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). Because the experiments used ZDC (Zero Degree Calorimeter) [ 11 coincidences as a minimum bias trigger, the total absolute cross section presented here is the total cross section seen by the ZDC coincidences from Au+Au interactions which include minimum bias nuclear interactions and mutual Coulomb Dissociation [2] . This cross section has been calculated in [2] resulting in 10.7 f 0.5 b at f i = 130
GeV and deviates from the measured value. This discrepancy is not yet understood and will be investigated during the upcoming run 2001.
THE ZERO DEGREE CALORIMETER
The Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) [ 11 is designed of alternating absorber and Cerenkov fiber layers. Crossing particles within a limited angular cone produce Cerenkov radiation which is channeled in the fiber ribbons to a photo multiplier tube. The ZDC units are located behind the DX magnets between the beam pipes at about +/-18 m from each of the four equipped IPS subtending an angle of about 2.5 mrad of the forward direction. Since charged particles are bent by the DX magnets they are sensitive to only uncharged particles from the interaction zone. The calorimeters are designed to measure neutrons emitted from nuclear fragments from Au+Au collisions that missed the actual interaction zone. The inclusive correlated emission in each beam direction is used to suppress many kinds of backgrounds and corresponds to a large cross section, which has been calculated and is measured in this report.
VERNIER SCANS
The Vernier Scan was invented by S. van der Meer in 1968 [3] who showed that it is possible to measure the effective height he of the colliding ISR beams by observing the counting rate R in a suitable monitor system while sweeping the two beams vertically through each other. A Gaussshaped curve results with its maximum at zero displacement. At RHIC the transverse displacement was achieved by applying orbit-bumps [5] around the 1P. The typical step size was 200 pm which could be confirmed by reconstructed vertices from the STAR TPC detector as shown in figure 2. (1)
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DATA ANALYSIS
A total of eight Vernier Scans was done at PHENIX (IP S), PHOBOS (IP 10) and STAR (IP 6) during the year 2000 run. Table 1 summarizes all scans. Figure 3 shows the horizontal and vertical distributions from the scan at PHENIX. The archived distributions were fitted to a Gauss function 
CROSS SECTIONS
Several mechanisms can adulterate the cross section results:
The WCM calibration has to be understood. 0 Coupling changes the position in the non-swept plane while a scan is in progress in the other. This would reduce the maximum achievable counting rate even for perfectly head-on beams.
0 After a scan is performed in one plane beams were steered with limited accuracy to a head-on position. Table 3 : List of Vernier Scans and resulting total cross sections The WCM [7] readings are adjusted to the high precision DCCT [8] current measurement using data from the beginning of the store only since the WCM is not sensitive to debunched beam. The fill pattern was recorded by the WCM during every store, one example shown in figure 4 , and was used to correct N1N2. The beam position was recorded in 
SUMMARY
Vernier Scans are a useful tool to determine the total cross section as well as for emittance measurements, luminosity measurements and IP optimization. The total measured cross section from the ZDCs as presented in this report is 8.9 f 0.3 b (preliminary). The discrepancy from the Errors shown include statistical and systemactic error sources.
